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Wednesday's demo, by Brendan Phelan, subject Chicken toothpick holder

Brendan Phelan turned a chicken character with a hole at the back for
holding toothpicks. This required a bit of off centre turning to produce the
neck and head. The holly blank was trued up with a spindle roughing gouge,
850 rpm was selected as a good speed to turn the blank at. A 60mm tenor
was turned on one end and this was then used to mount the piece in the
chuck.
The tenor was mounted in the chuck in a slightly incorrect manner and this
produces the required amount of off centre. From the photo (below left) it
appears that about the width of one of the jaws on the tenon is held forward

of the chuck. Brendan said that it will hold the
blank ok and he has not had one fly off yet.
The tailstock was engaged to secure the now
off centred blank, pic on right. Spindle gouge
used to turn the top section which on the half
nearest to the tailstock and produce the head
and neck. Sand to finish head and neck, this
section has to becompletely finished before
releasing blank from chuck. Finished off with
yorkshire grit. The blank was straightened up in
chuck and he began to complete the body,

picture bottom right. The body and pedestal were turned with the
spindle gouge. It's important to get the junction between the neck and
body correct, keep the gouge away from the neck. The 'legs' (one
column) should be 15mm in diameter. contd page 8
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October competition photos

1st advanced
David Sweeney

2nd advanced
Brendan Phelan

3rd advanced Sean Ryan

2nd beginners
Charlie Byrne

3rd Beginners
Ray Ivers

6th beginners
Declan Corrigan4th beginners

John O'Neill

4th advanced James Gallagher 1st beginners Hugh Nolan

7th beginners
Claire Bodkin
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3rd artistic
Diarmuid Dooley

2nd artistic
Ray Ivers

8th beginners
Pat McCartin

I had quite an informative chat with Sean before the start of the
demonstration. He taught spindle turning for 15 years. He has a
liking for large platters, but finds it difficult to access suitable
blanks hence the turning of relatively small pieces. “I make useful
things which people can hold.” His preference for Japanese bowls
also has to do with traditional Japanese dining customs ie.
Sitting/squatting with hands cupped around the bowl; fingers or
chopsticks, rather than cutlery transporting the food to the mouth.
Indeed, as part of his turning process, Sean will, several times,
cup his hands around a piece to get the ‘feel’ of it.

A spalted blank, about 75mmx125mm dia. is put up on a
faceplate. Two concentric circles of material are removed

1st artistic
Brendan Phelan

Saturdays Demo by Sean earls
Focus: Japanese bowls
Pics by John O'Neill
Notes by Pacelli O'Rourke
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between applications of the oil.
Regularly, as our demonstrator is progressing, he throws out
thought provoking statements eg. “Give yourself a chance to make
something you like” and “If what you create pleases you, be happy
with that.” He now turns his attention to platters. The centre of the
platter is fully formed first, with an undercut. Only then should you
consider some creative options for the broad rim. “Keep an eye on
depth as you can quite easily go through!”

A word on design
Regarding design, Sean’s message is clear: “Design a piece the way YOU like it. That being
said, often the best is to go for simplicity. You have two chances for design, the front and the
back.” Sean is now turning the business end of a plattertobe. The toolrest is angled into the
depression. “The nearer the toolrest is to the wood, the better the control of the cut.” In
hollowing situations one of his favourite tools is the large, negative rake French scraper.
The demonstrator’s parting shot: “Always be on the lookout for opportunities to be creative.” As I
watched and listened to Sean, it was not hard to see the educator!
Thanks Sean.
Pacelli O’Rourke

creating a foot between them, providing the choice for either an
expansion or compression hold when hollowing. Now, the parallel
sides are turned to form a pleasing convex profile from foot to rim.
Sean would urge the turner to stop now and then, to look at, and feel
the exterior form, again using cupped hands. When refining the outer
profile, use the lightest of touches. Once the outside is completed
sanding can take place, beginning with 180grit and working down to
400grit using very little pressure.

Hollowing
“Consider whether you prefer a flat bottom or a continuous curved line
from rim to centre. Give the piece a chance to display itself.”
The piece is now reversed into the 4 jaw chuck for hollowing.The face
is trued up with the bowl gouge. If the wood is soft do not continue the
hollowing journey right to the centre point. Without doubt the tool will
rip some wood out. At a certain stage the bowl gouge is replaced with
a carbontipped cutter tool. Sean purchased this tool on realising that
he was not able to do the complete hollowing process with the bowl
gouge; not a man to waste his time! For a finish, Danish oil or
Butcher’s block oil is the preference. It is impotant to clean the piece
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The elements of design are the things that the artist/crafts person works
with to create a composition. To use the cake comparison the elements
are the list of ingredients found in the recipe.

This list of elements come from the artistic design world and are line,
texture, space, shape/form, value and colour.

Elements of design
by John O'Neill

Line
Line is the path of a point moving in space, it can have
three properties, length, width and direction. Lines come
in many versions, thick, thin, vertical, diagonal, curved,
zigzag........
Picture on right is of tiles on a shed roof which result in
strong vertical and horizontal lines. You can do an
experiment when looking at such a roof, stare at it and
try to prevent your eyes from moving upwards to the top,
its a strain to prevent the lines from focusing the eye
upward. Thick lines add focus and power to a piece
while thin lines are great for adding a bit of detail.

Vertical lines add height, horizontal lines convey distance and
'widen' a piece. The woodturner cannot avoid lines as the wood
comes with them prebuilt in, i.e. wood grain. The two main
presentations of grain are end grain and side grain. This grain is
the source of the woodturner's artistic lines and how they align
on the finished piece will determine the perspective of the piece.
You can also add in extra lines by including coves or burned lines
into the piece, remember that these horizontal lines will widen the
piece. If you want to heighten the piece than vertical lines are
required, can be achieved by the positioning of the blank on the
lathe, spindle turning. The picture on bottom left is of two spindle
blanks with the grain running the length of the blank, , the
background blank is teak with the grain running across the blank.

Texture
Texture is how the surface of the piece is presented. The surface
can be viewed or touched and texture can be a visual or tactile
property. The norm for woodturners is to produce a smooth
sanded surface with a chosen finish. Done well it will always look

roof tiles with vertical lines

good. The finish can also be
modified to make the surface more
interesting, there has to be a point
in adding texture, it needs to add
something to the piece. The
picture on the right is of a heavily
textured platter, bit of overkill?
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Space
Positive space is the subject which you want to make the highlight
of your piece.
Negative space is the shape of the space around an object. Draw
an imaginary box or frame around a piece, look at the space around
the piece and is it interesting? Negative space is not bad space but
it can be used to emphasise the positive space. On the right is a
piece by Emmet Kane which makes good use of negative space,

See his book 'A journey' for more
examples. Varied and interesting
is considered good negative
space. Another expert at using
negative space was David

Elsworth, picture on the left is one of his hollow forms, the eye
is directed to the top of the piece where it is opening out.

Shape/Form
Form is the shape of a piece in three dimensions, height, width
and depth. These three properties make up the volume of the
piece. Form is used to describe the physical nature of a piece. The
shape/form of a piece can be dictated by what it has to do, a salad
bowl has one specific job whereas a candle stick has a different
function, they have different form requirements. Two pieces from
the archives, on the right to illustrate form. Top lright, a bowl by
Michael Fay and below this candlesticks by Tony Hartney. These
two photos could also have been used in the 'line' section of this
article. These two pieces have different purposes and that dictated
what the form was going to be.
Shape is a simpler property, basic shapes are circle, oval. triangle,
square. Shape is 2D and form is 3D, a circle is a shape but a
sphere is a form.

Value.
Not how much its worth but refers to the degree of light and dark in
the piece, often referred to as contrast. It is deemed to be one of
the most important properties in art. On the right is the 9 point
value scale, from white to black. Main use of this element in
woodturning is when mixing different woods in same piece and
when chosing wood for laminating.
Colour
Colour is what we see because of reflected light, colour is just light.
Adding colour should enhance your woodturnings, it shouldn't be
used to cover up a deficiency, the piece needs to have a perfect
finish before applying colour. Colour should not shock the viewer.
On the right is a piece by Roger Bennett, sycamore vessel studded
with silver and light blue streak across. Check out the use of the
colour wheel for more on the subject of colour.
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Competition Pieces for remainder 2022
Artistic section is freeform and open to all.
November. Clock
December Christmas item

Demonstrators 2022
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I still need articles for the newsletter.
Not looking for novels but if you have learned or figured out
something or skill that may be useful to others, share it with

us!
Go on Google and research a topic of interest to wood

turners, then write about it.
Woodturners are always interested in how the other guy turns

his pieces so if you have something that you think may be
unique or novel jot down a few notes, take a few pictures and

send them on.
If anyone attends an event of interest to us turners, jot down a
few notes and take a few pictures and send it to me.

Interesting items from the web............................
Sunday November 6th: Farmleigh Food & Craft Fair, Farmleigh
House, Phoenix Park, Dublin. 105pm

Danish woodturner worth a look into
http://www.traesmedengudhjem.dk/index.htm

Brendan Phelans demo contd..
Sand and finish base before parting off with parting tool.
Drill 3mm hole for the nose and use a skewer with pointed end
to produce the nose. The eyes were done with a marker. A
10mm hole drilled in back for holding toothpicks at an slight
angle towards the base/front.
Then the hat was turned with speed set to 1200 RPM, small
cuts were taken and rim produced. Picture on right shows plans
& measurements for the piece.
Thanks Brendan.




